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Abst ract  
Given a scatter plot of overlapping pairs (Xn,Xn+l) of pseudorandom numbers and the information that it stems from 
either a linear congruential or an inversive congruential generator with small modulus, it is usually no problem to guess 
the type of the generator: the points of a linear generator form a grid or lattice whereas inversive and explicit inversive 
congruentiai pseudorandom numbers exhibit hyperbola-like structures. We give an analytical description of this most 
eye-catching structural element of inversive congruential generators. (~) 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All fights reserved. 
AMS classification: 11K45, 65C10 
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1. Introduction 
Inversive (ICG) and explicit inversive (EICG) congruential pseudorandom number generators 
(PRNGs) were introduced by Eichenauer and Lehn [2] and by Eichenauer-Hemiiann [5], respec- 
tively. Both exhibit remarkably good theoretical properties [4, 6, 7] gives the survey. Confined to 
the period length, most empirical tests are passed with flying colours, see [16, 19, 15]. For these 
generators, efficient implementations and extensive tables of parameters are available [17, 10, 11], 
see also the survey [9]. 
In scatter plots the most eye-catching difference to linear congruential generators (LCGs) is the 
absence of lattice or grid structures, see [18] for the EICG and [3] for the ICG. Plots like those 
in Fig. 1 indicate the presence of hyperbola structures, however. The aim of the present paper is a 
description of these structural elements, that is, an identification of a class of curves whose integer 
points equal the points of the generator. 
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Fig. 1. Full period scatter plots of the pairs (xn,xn+l) from an EICG and an ICG: (a) EICG (1163,5,_0); (b) ICG 
(1163,465,1). 
Such a description is desirable in order to identify simulation problems and/or empirical tests that 
are sensitive to the given type of regularity. The regularity of a lattice can easily be detected by 
empirical tests like the chi-squared or the minimal distance test since they appear in the same manner 
in every (small) part of the scatter plot. Basically, there is no need to search for this "defect" of 
linear congruential generators ince it is present everywhere. 
The usual tests for randomness (see, e.g. [13, 14, 16]) do not distinguish between inversive 
generators that exhibit conspicuous hyperbolas and those which do not, however. Put it another way, 
you have to search for this structural elements of inversive generators. This paper is about the "how" 
and "where". 
Section 2 discusses the case of pairs (xn ,x ,+ l )  from an EICG. We give examples that illustrate the 
theoretical findings in Section 3. Section 4 contains a generalization to the case of pairs (xn,x~+t) 
and to pairs which stem from an ICG. The results are summarized in Section 5, two lemmas are 
postponed to the Appendix. We denote the cardinality of a set T by #T. If t -  0(mods),  we write 
s[t. ~ and ~e denote the set of real numbers and the set of integers, respectively. 
2. Hyperbola structure of the EICG 
Let p be a (large) prime and let O~p := {0, _l, 2 .. . .  ,p -1}  be the finite field of order p. Let 
~p* := ~\{0} and denote by t -~ the multiplicative inverse of t in ~p*. We further put 0 -1 :=0. Let 
~-~p = {0, 1,... ,p -  1} C ~.  It is well known that ~p (with addition and multiplication modulo p)  
can be identified with the finite field ~p. For every integer t E ~e, define t E ffp to be the residue 
class modulo p containing t. We shall denote a representative of t in ~p by ~(t). 
The explicit inversive congruential generator EICG(p,a,b) with modulus p and parameters a
~:0 and b is defined by y :=(a  n + b) -1, where n~>0. Its least period length is equal to p. 
Normalized pseudorandom numbers in [0, 1 [ are obtained by x, = ~(y_~)/p. The full period scatter 
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plot of overlapping pairs of normalized pseudorandom numbers is the set 
S={(x . ,x .+l )E  [0,112: O<~n<~p- 1}. 
The set S resulting from the parameters p = 1163, a__ = 5, and b---0 has been visualized in Fig. l a. 
We now rewrite the explicit formula as a recursion. If y. 5~ 0 and Y.+1 :~ 0 then 
_y.+l = (a(n + ! )  + _b_) -~ 
= (a n + b)-~(_l + a(a n + b)-~) -~ 
= y_.(! + a y_.) -~ 
: a - l ( - -1  --q- 1 "~- a y..~)(1 --~-- a y.yn)-I 
= _a -1 _ a_-2(a_ -1 + y.)  -1. 
In analogy to S, let the set M tO {Po,P1} of overlapping pairs of field elements (y_.,y.+l) in ~p2 be 
defined by 
M = {(y__~,y__.+,)E o~2: O<~n<p--l, y=~0,  y__.+, ~0} 
---- { ( t _ - -a  -1 . . . .  a -1 - -a -2 t -1 )Eo~p2:  _ /e~p\{a- l ,0}} ,  
P0=(/~0, p~)=(0 ,a -~)Eo~ 2, and P~=(p~,p f )=( - -a -~,0)Eo~ 2. This is possible since y__. runs 
through a complete system of residue classes modulo p. The parameter b of the EICG becomes 
superfluous: it only determines the initial value of the generator. An adequate representation f M 
in ~2 is the set 
At. = {(~(x_) + up, ~.(y) + vp): (x, y) E M, u, v ~ ~},  
which consists of a copy of M in every modulo-window 
Fu,~:= {(x,y)E ~2: (x--up, y--vp)E~}. 
We are interested in subsets Hu,,,k C M. of generated points that (i) are contained in a hyperbola 
H(q,r,s):={(x,y)ER2: x=t-q,y=r+s/t,  tEN\{0}},  q,r, seR, 
and (ii) all lie inside a single modulo-window F.,v. If such a set H(q,r,s) contains many points of 
M., then the corresponding hyperbola 
-v ,  (x,y) E[O,l[2, x-C--u--q/p y=p r+ p(x+u)+q 
will be well visible in the scatter plot S of the generator. We proceed by writing modular inversion 
in ~*  as standard inversion in R: for any c E o~* and k E ~o, let 
T[-:= {t E Y': tlkp + ~U(_c)}, 
and 
kp + ~'(c) 
f~:" ~\{0} ~ R with f~(z):.-- 
z 
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For every t E Tk ~, we now have the representation ct-l =f~(t).  This relation can be proved by 
observing that i f ( t )E  ~ and that f~( t ) t= kp + 7J(c)= c.. Lemma 6.1 in the Appendix shows that 
Q~-, C for every pair t ~ 0 (mod p) and _c_ E ~p, there exists at least one k such that t E Tk ~-. 
We now define a class of pairwise disjoint hyperbolas in R 2 whose integer points cover the points 
of M." let Hu,~,k =M.  MH(q,r,s)AF,,v, where q--- ~(a-1), r- -  ~g(a-1), and s - - s (k )= -kp -  ~V(a-2), 
that is 
a-2 
Hu,~,k---- {(x ,y )C~2:x=t - -~(a - l ) ,  y=Tt (a -1 ) - - f~  (t), 
a-2 
(x - up, y - vp) E ~2p, t e Tk ~- , t~{a- l ,o}}.  
Note, that two of the three parameters q,r, s of the hyperbola re completely specified by the param- 
eter a of the EICG. The essential property of the sets H,,,.k is stated in the following proposition. 
Proposition 2.1. (i) Hu,~,k c M. NF~,~, and (i i)for every point (x, y )~M. ,  there exists exactly one 
set H~,v,k, where u,v, k E ~,  such that (x, y )E  Hu,~,k. 
Whereas (i) is clear from the definition, (ii) will be proved in Lemma 6.2 in the Appendix. The 
subsequent properties follow immediately from the above definitions: all hyperbolas H(q,r,s(k)) 
have the same centre (-q,  r) = ( -  ~U(a-l ), TJ(a-1)) and the same asymptotes x= - ~(a -1) and 
y= bY(a-l). The hyperbolas are thus pairwise disjoint. The points (~(ff0), ~(P0Y)) and (hv(~) -  
p, ~(pY)) lie on the asymptotes in F0,0 and F-l,0, respectively. Apart from the values t=a  -1 and 
t=0,  all integer points of the hyperbola H(q,r,s(k)) are contained in M., see Lemma 6.1. 
Knowing the parameter k of the hyperbola which contains a point of the generator in F0,0 is 
equivalent to knowing the according parameter /~ for any other window Fu, v: if (x ,y )EM.  NFo, o 
lies on the hyperbola H0,0,k, then (x + up, y + vp)EM.  MFu,~ lies on the hyperbola H~,~,~, where 
[c=k + (~P(a -1 ) - y)u - (x + ~/(a -1) )v  - puv, see again Lemma 6.2. 
3. Discussion 
In order to identify parameters p and a which result in densely covered hyperbolas in the scatter 
plot, one has to estimate the cardinality of T, -~-~, i.e., the total number of integer points on H(q,r,s), 
first, and the fraction thereof which lies within a specified modulo-window F,,v and fulfils the 
additional restrictions on t, secondly. Let us consider the EICG(p, I, 0) and the window F0,-l. If 
H0,-1,k contains (x,y), we have 2<~t<<.p-1 from xE ~p and t lkp+l,  and 2<~(kp+l)/t<<.p+l from 
y + pE ~ep. Thus only values 1 <<.k<~p- 1 may give non-empty sets H0,-l,k, and we consequently 
choose t~k  + 1. A Mathematica based search for primes p E [2, 1499] for which the set 
T~={k + l<<.t<<.p- l: t[kp+ l}cTk  i, l<<.k<~p-1, 
is large, yields the value p--1163 with •T;3 ~---58. Fig. 2 shows the maxima 
max #T~, 2~<p~<1499, pprime. 
l <~k <~ p--I 
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Fig. 3. Scatter plot of the EICG (1163,1,0). 
Fig. 3 shows the full period scatter plot S of overlapping pairs (x.,x.+l) from EICG(1163, !,0). The 
outlined hyperbola containing 58 points in S is given by 
1 l+13p (p+l )x -12  
y=- -+ l  
p p + p2x px + 1 
4. Extension to pairs (y_~, ~+t)  and to the ICG 
An obvious generalization of Proposition 2.1 for overlapping pairs (Y--,'Y--,+t)' l >~ 1, can be given 
straightforward since the set of pairs (y_.,, y__,+t) of the EICG(p,a,b_) is identical with the set of pairs 
(y_~,y,+l) of the EICG(p,a/,b).  Let 
M={(y. ,y_.+t)C~2: O<.n<.p-  1, y_., 5~0, y_.+,:~0}, 
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and define M. as in Section 2. If 
. . . .  a-21-2 
H.,v,k = {(x,y) C~f2 :x=t - -  ~(a- l l -~) ,  y=~P(a- l l -1 ) - -  f~ - (t), 
a-21-2 
(x -up ,  y -vp)E~r  2, tETk"- - , t¢{a- ' / -1 ,0}} ,  
then Proposition 2.1 applies again. 
In order to extend the results to the class of maximum period inversive congruential genera- 
tors ICG(p,a,b), where Y.+l =a  y_y-l+ b, we define a generalized inversive congruential generator 
GICG(p,a,b,£,d_d_) based on the recursion Y~+1 :=(a_ + b y. )  (£ + d y. ) - l ,  if c + d y. ~:0, and 
Y.+l := b d-  l, if c + d Yn = 0. Here the parameters a, b, c, and d are elements of ~p and we require 
that d #0 and that a d Cb _c. Note, that the notion "generalized ICG" is also used by Huber [12] 
for a completely different generalization of the ordinary ICG. 
The sequence of pseudorandom numbers which is produced by an ICG(p,a,b)can now be ob- 
tained from the GICG(p,a,b,_0,1). Conditions for the parameters of a GICG which guarantee max- 
imum period length p can be derived from those for the ICG by the following equivalence: let 
A := 
C 
and rewrite the recursion 
= b d - ' -d  -2det(A) (y .  + c d - l )  - ' ,  
for c + d y. ~:0. If we set ZA=y. + C d -1 for n~>0, the sequence (z~).~>0 is also produced by 
the ICG(p , -d  -2 det(A),(b + _c_)d-l). The GICG's sequence of pseudorandom numbers can thus be 
derived by a constant shift of the numbers obtained from an appropriate ICG. Conditions for the 
parameters that guarantee maximum period length can now be carried over. The maximum period 
length p is achieved if and only if the polynomial x2 -(b+c_)x__+det(A) is a so-called IMP-polynomial, 
see [1, 8]. 
The important feature of the class of GICGs is that it is closed with respect o subsequences: if 
Y--.+r ~ -- C d-  1 for all 0 ~< r ~< l - 1, then Y.+I = (aL + bt- Y~ ) (cL + d__l y. )- l, where 
If the value - c  d -1  appears in _y_.,. ""Y--.+l-l' we can select a hyperbola by considering the pairs 
(y_..+t, y_~+p ) and employing the fact that (~(y__.+___L) + up, ~(y~+p) + vp) EH(q , r , s )  implies (TJ(y__._) + 
up, 7'(y_..+t) + vp) E H( - r ,  -q ,s ) .  
It thus suffices to consider the case of overlapping pairs (y__, Y~+I )" We get the following description 
_ d -1 of the hyperbola structure of GICGs: let M={(y__,y_n+l)E~2: O<~n<~p - 1, ~ /= - c _ }, 
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and define M. as in Section 2. Put e=-d  -2 det(A) and 
Hu,~.k = {(x,y)E ~e2: x=t -  ~(cd-1) ,y= I//(_b_ d- l )  -~- fk(t), 
(x - up, y - vp)E ~, t  E Tke, t s~O}, 
then Proposition 2.1 applies again. 
5. Summary 
We have constructed building blocks for the scatterplot of overlapping pairs of pseudorandom 
numbers of inversive and explicit inversive congruential generators. There exists a class of hyperbo- 
las whose integer points reduced modulo p coincide with the points of the scatterplot with the only 
exception of one or two points. The missing points reside on the common asymptotes of the hyper- 
bola. The results complement those in [18, 3] which indicate that points from (explicit) inversive 
congruential generators "avoid the planes". 
Appendix 
In the following two lemmas, we analyse the structure of the sets ir~. We first prove that a 
solution of l = c t -~ can be obtained by real-inversion and that such solutions cover the whole set 
{l + pu: uE~}.  
Lemma A.1. Let Tk c and f~ be defined as in Section 2, then 
(i) For any integer t with t /=0, there exists an integer k such that t E 7h3. In this case, 
c--t--1 = Jk" 
(ii) I f  t E 7~, then also t E T~  for every integer k =_ k (mod t). 
(iii) Thus, for any integer t with t 7~0, there exists exactly one integer kt E {0, 1 . . . . .  I t l -  1} 
such that t E 7k~. 
(iv) Let ft := f~, ( t )=k,p  + 7~(c_)/t = 7J(c__ t -1) + lp, where IE ~f. Then, for k =kt + lt, we 
have f [ (  t ) = f t + l p. 
Proof. It is easy to see that if t = 0, t belongs to no set Tk c. This justifies the restriction to t 5~ 0. Since 
gcd(t, p )= 1, there exists an integer q with qp- -  1 (mod t). Item (i) follows by setting k--  -q~(c ) ,  
which implies that kp + ~(c_) - 0 (mod t). 
As for (ii), let/~ = k+lt, l E ~ ,  then kp+gJ(c_)- 0 (mod t) implies that (k+lt)p+gJ(c)==_ 0 (mod t). 
Items (iii) and iv) now follow readily. 
The second lemma guarantees that every point in M. MF,,v lies on exactly one hyperbola H,,v,k. 
Lemma A.2. I f  (xo, Yo)E M. MFo, o, there exists exactly one hyperbola Ho, o,k. such that the point 
(xo, Yo) is an element of  Hgo, k.. I f  (x ,y)=(xo + up, yo + vp) such that (x ,y )EM.  MFu, v, then 
(x,y) E Hu,~,£ /f and only i f  k =k  + (~P(a - l )  - y)u - (x + qJ(a_-l))v - puv. 
Proof. Since 0 ~< Xo ~< p-  1 we have a unique t, E ~ such that _t, -9_- ~ = X_o and 0 ~< t, - qJ(a- 1 ) ~< p_  1, 
£/--2 
namely t, =x0 + ~(a-1). By Lemma A.1. we have an according kt. with t, E Tk~ * . This yields 
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a-2 a-2 
an l E ~e for which Yo = kU(a-~ ) - f~,. +tt. (t.) E ~ep. Let k. := kt. + lt., then we have t. E Tk~ , which 
gives a hyperbola Ho, o,k. containing (Xo, Yo)- Since all hyperbolas are pairwise disjoint, there exists 
exactly one hyperbola containing (Xo, Yo)- Now proceed by setting (x, y )= (Xo + up, Yo + vp). We then 
get the unique t E ~e with t - a-  ~ = x_ and up <<. t - tp(a- 1 ) < up + p by setting t = t. + up. Choosing 
k. p + ~(a  -2)  




y=yo+vp= ~P(a-~)- f L  ( t , )+vp=Tt (a -~)  -k*p+ Tt(a -2) +vp 
t, 
- -  ~ _ a -2  = 7t(a_~) - kp+ ~(a -2) 7 J (a -~) - f~  (t). [] 
t. +up 
By the above lemma it suffices to calculate k. depending on x0 and Y0 in order to determine the 
hyperbola containing the point (x0 + up, Yo + vp) for every pair (u, v) E ~e2. 
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